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SEMINAL TEXTS
My inspiration comes from John Kennedy Toole’s “Confederacy of Dunces” and
Harrison Scott Key’s “The World’s Largest Man” winner of the 2016 Thurber Prize
for American Humor. When I talked to Key over email, he said, “After looking at
both your pieces you sent, you’re definitely weird: that’s a requirement.” When I
broke into the burgeoning publication Slackjaw this February, their managing
editor Alex Baia said, ‘This is funny” in regards to my piece “World Record
Marathon Times Vs. How Long It Took Me To Drive The Same Length” and
suggested minor edits. For my latest Slackjaw publication from April titled
“Sheriff Flirts With A Tumbleweed That Has Juicy Feminine Lips,” Baia
commented, “I found this to be delightfully crazy,” and the piece was published
without edits. The publication Points in Case proved to be another fascinating
venture. For my second publication with Points in Case titled, “Scooby Doo’s Best
Man Speech At Shaggy’s Wedding,” their editor Court Sullivan said it was his,
“favorite piece of the year so far.” Sullivan and I talked over email and I helped
organize the site’s archive of 1,000 jokes. When they reopen their jokes section
on their website later this year, it will consist of jokes I weeded through. After
reviewing my picks for the final list, Sullivan said, “Great picks! You have great
taste in jokes.”

HUMOR
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World Record Marathon Times Vs. How Long
It Took Me To Drive The Same Length
As seen on:

Kenyan long-distance runner Eliud Kipchoge set the world record for fastest marathon
time at 2 hours 1 minute and 39 seconds, a margin unsurpassed in over 50 years of running
history in 2018’s Berlin Marathon.
The same year, I steered with my knees for over 26.2 miles on a car trip to the Big Mac
Museum in central Pennsylvania. Took me about a half hour, forty minutes tops. I didn’t have
the luxury of those paper cups of water either.
***
The following year in Vienna, Kipchoge took the running world by storm, reaching the
finish line in under 2 hours in an unprecedented athletic performance.
After snapping my last selfie in front of the 14 foot tall Big Mac, I too hauled ass on my
return trip from the Museum — lovely by the way — and broke my record from earlier that
day of around forty minutes to 28 minutes flat. I had to rush or I would miss the 12 hour block of
Kevin Costner’s Greatest Hits on AMC. Got home midway through JFK but still caught the
scene where they wear powdered wigs and pinch each other’s nipples. Now that’s a
performance!
***
The late Samuel Kamau Wanjiru, standing at 1.63 meters weighing 52 kilograms, holds
the highly-contested Olympic marathon record in the men’s category set at the 2008 Summer
Olympics in Beijing.
I, sitting at 1.82 meters weighing 77.1 kilograms plus whatever the two Big Macs added,
broke new ground and simultaneously created the unofficial category “Fastest Nissan Altima
Driving to Burger Gallery.” With no previous records to date, I am its champion and it sure is
lonely at the top.
***
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British father and son team Eoin and Tommy Hughes broke the world record for
combined half marathon times in Houston’s 2019 marathon.
One time my father and I sat in silence for over two hours on a road trip to Ohio. Made
good time. Better time than they did. And we went a greater distance. Just saying.
***
Kenya’s Brigid Kosei blew away the competition setting the women’s world record in
2019’s Boston Marathon with a time of 2 hours 14 minutes 4 seconds.
A few years ago, I fell asleep at the wheel on I-95 and somehow lived to tell the tale.
When I woke up in police custody, they told me I traveled 30 miles in 22 minutes before plowing
into a roadside memorial that slowed me to a stop. So, I guess what I’m trying to say is, I can do
that with my eyes closed. Is that mean? If so, I’m sorry you feel that way. Must be hard.
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Sheriff Flirts With A Tumbleweed That Has
Juicy Feminine Lips
As seen on:

Well, I thought I done seen everything there is to see in this town here. But never did I
ever see a woman come into the station like the way you done today. Rolled in with the wind just
as the door was closing behind the gypsy I turned loose. Bounced off them walls and chairs and
came to a stop right in front of me after nearly getting yourself stuck between them jail bars.
I didn’t believe that daughter of a gypsy havin’ mother when she read my fortune but I’m
starting to. Said I’d be meeting a fair, young lady today.
I suppose they invented lipstick for your lips in particular there. I suppose you look just
as nice as a man on his knees could ask for. And what better place than being on your knees to
get comfortable with a lady like yourself on the floor there.
Before you go on speaking your piece, I just want to say that it sure is lovely to be in the
presence of an ephemeral, circular goddess like yourself in that dust pile there. That’s a word I
know ‘cus I doggone learned it in the paper book I been reading on the toilet.
You reporting a crime, Miss? Lemme guess, you is. Who do I owe the pleasure of
committing them crimes so I could watch you disperse seeds all over my office this windy
afternoon? I reckon it’s them Boughton Boys always up to no good. Always fooling me into
falling in love with feminized objects, they is.
You gotta speak up. Cain’t hear so good with these ears here. No better than a 10 cent
mule, these ears I’ve got.
Seeing that it’s been about twenty minutes since I asked, based on the shadows getting
taller, I suppose them big red lips is for show. Ain’t no sound been made from you except
rustling on the floor. You ain’t much of a talker and I admit that I ain’t much of a listener. If you
and I ever went together, without suggesting anything foul, I think we’d make a good match.
Shoot.
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Well, I think you did the right thing coming here instead of that crooked Mayor’s house
up there on the hill overlooking the gully and thereabouts. He’s married anyhow. Not that you’re
searching. Just something noteworthy.

And it’s best you didn’t go down to the old Reverend in the mineshaft. He ain’t been the
same since he was kidnapped by Mohawks and thrown in front of a wagon train when they
figured out they snatched the wrong fella. He just sits there in the darkness, babbling and
carrying on about Lord knows what. Men like that ain’t of service to a round lady like yourself
sitting pretty on them wooden planks there.

So you did the best you could for your circumstances and traveled on down to where I’m
posted every day. That’s why I was elected, to help people in their troubles. You might say I help
the helpless in fear for their lives. You might say something else and you’d be entitled to it. Or
you might say nothing which is why I’m growing to like you, Miss.

It’s getting late in the evening so I best escort you home ‘fore the sun changes places with
the moon. Unless you’d like to hide out from them Boughton Boys causing mayhem to me and
other do-gooders of this town like yourself. I’m going to open this window here so we can look
up at the stars together.

Where you headed? Is it customary where you come from to rush out an open window
like that or is there a train you’re trying to catch? Whatever their customs is, you’re in a plumb
hurry to get there. Practically matching the speed of the wind.

Never got to ask if you were the one on the other end of the telephone when someone
called me up earlier. I says, “Who is this?”and got no response which means I been either
hoodwinked by a Boughton Boy or talking to you. Fooled this whole time or graced by a
tumbling beauty that came and went. Heck.
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Unearthed Time Capsule Reveals Nothing But
This Written Explanation By A
Procrastinating Time Capsule Committee
As seen on:

Hello future men and women of 2019! Are you arms tired from digging? I bet they are!
Hahaha, okay enough of that already.
So I know what you’re thinking and yes we did not do our jobs. However, there is a
totally reasonable explanation why the capsule is full of nothing but air. On the bright side, that
is precious 1979 air! Don’t use it all in one breath. Cherish it! It’s all we’ve got to give.
We all had a really busy week, like, so busy. I can’t speak for everyone but I was pulling
my hair out trying to get this other thing together for this guy. And at like midnight I realized
“Oh shit” you know? It was a tight deadline too. Super tight, something like two months
turnaround time which sounds like a lot. But it isn’t when you’ve got other shit going on that I’m
not going to get into.
I don’t want to bore you with the details.
But I told them I said “Hey, listen, I need more time for this thing this, uh, time capsule.”
They just laughed. Kept saying, “How much time does it take? It’s gonna take so long that
you’re gonna bury it one day and dig it up the next!”
So it was the night before and I called up the rest of the guys from the committee. We
were going to meet up except I couldn’t get everyone to settle on a meeting place or a time.
Some people called in sick, others just didn’t respond, and operating a rotary telephone can be
very tiresome. Very very tiresome.
Then this thing came on TV, you know, and I never catch the beginning of movies on
TV. It’s like a curse, right? But I finally did so I say to myself, “Okay. Watch the movie then do
the time capsule. Movie, capsule. Movie, capsule.”
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So when I fell asleep and woke up to the credits I was thinking, “Okay, maybe there’s an
encore presentation.” That’s the one I always catch in the middle, right? So I say to myself
“Watch the encore presentation of the movie then finish the capsule. Encore, capsule. Encore,
capsule.” Those were the last words I was thinking before I drifted off to sleep again.
See, the other thing is, all the cool shit you want to see from this era is not the stuff
anyone wants to give away just so it can be thrown in a hole. If you’re lucky there should be a
calculator in here that some guy donated but I have a sneaking suspicion he dug it up before you
got to it. Probably needed the money.
But the rest of the stuff I had just sitting there in a box in my living room. After a while it
was kind’ve tempting me. Like they were talking to me. Kept saying, “Hey, I’m a Sony
Walkman. You could use me. What’s the matter, you don’t like music? The hell is the matter
with you!? C’mon, don’t be a square!” Which is weird because I ain’t no square so I picked it up
and started listening, you know.
And then the pile kept sitting there bothering me . Another one started saying, “I’m a
Happy Meal, how you doin’? We just got invented. You think I’m gonna stay fresh all those
years in the ground? Think again pal. I’m fresh right now and you look hungry. What’s the
matter, you can’t finish a meal for children?” Which was a messed up thing to say, making an
assumption like that. I was pretty hungry, though, so I helped myself. Fridge was empty. What
are you gonna do, right?
So then that happened a couple more times and before I knew it, I was really attached to
this pile of stuff. Or I had eaten it. And the capsule felt like a funeral for all the friends I just met.
A mass grave of inanimate friends and I thought maybe I’d take up snowboarding this winter
which is a brand new thing for us.
Anyway, we’re really sorry and I speak for everyone involved or I guess uninvolved.
There’s always next year, so I promise I won’t forget. Just really tied up at the moment. Like
those Iranian hostages, am I right? Hahaha, okay enough of that.
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The Benefits Of Living Inside Of The Queen
Piece On A Giant Outdoor Chess Board
As seen on:

Live rent free, no utilities, lousy roommates, or noisy neighbors in the comfort of your
very own polyethylene resin chess piece in the center of an outdoor mall. With new digs like
these, you’ll meet people every day (unbeknownst to them) including:
●
●
●
●

Lost and scared children
Clueless divorced fathers with custody of their kids that weekend
Dogs growling at your chess piece because they can smell you
One deranged custodian that will slow dance with you during after-hours

Not convinced? Still ready to throw in the towel on capitalism? Don’t sweat it. With
these features, you can ward off all suspicion that you are sleeping, eating, and making wet in a
plastic lawn game!
● Two discrete holes for breathing and, uh, ventilation
● A retractable periscope at the crown for surveying your surroundings
● A 75 lb. sandbag in the base for keeping yourself upright on windy days
● A compartment for food scraps and small mementos of the outside world
With the gist of what a traditional residence provides, you’ll not only hide in plain sight
but thrive in plain sight. People are more interested in playing cornhole or other games without
hollow interiors for human storage anyways.
When no one is around, the chess piece home doubles as a portable shell that you can
waddle around in to stretch your legs after hours of standing in one place.
There’s even room to settle down and start a family! Like hermit crabs, you and your
family can all live in their own separate pieces on the giant chess board you’ll call home. Your
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children will grow into larger chess pieces as they age. Pawns can be used as containers for
babies or toilets.
Now, I know what you’re thinking. But what about my legacy? Consider the following:
The next civilization that discovers your skeleton will think you were a monarch from
long ago, honored with a peculiar burial ritual by being sealed into an ancient totem (instead of a
dredge on society making the best of a bad housing market).
Checkmate landlords!

PROMOTIONAL
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Bro Explains Night Club Crawl (Public or
Private)

As seen on:

HEY, BRO. SORRY I HAVE TO YELL OVER THE MUSIC BUT THIS NIGHTCLUB
IS ONE OF THE HOTTEST IN SIN CITY RIGHT? WE WENT RIGHT PAST THE VELVET
ROPES LIKE CELEBRITIES AND OUR HOST HAS BEEN NOTHING BUT GRACIOUS.
WHAT? YEAH, I’M GLAD WE WENT ON THIS NIGHTCLUB CRAWL IN A POSH
PARTY BUS EQUIPPED WITH PLUSH LEATHER SEATS, TWO POLES, LED LIGHTING
EFFECTS, OUR OWN AUX CORD, AND UNLIMITED DRINKS. IT WAS WAY BETTER
THAN WALKING AROUND. IT’S A COMPLETELY HASSLE-FREE EXPERIENCE, BRO.
IT’S BEEN AN EPIC NIGHT WITH FOUR UNIQUE HOTSPOTS AND AT ONLY
$54 FOR 5.5 HOURS, YOU CAN’T GO WRONG. WE DIDN’T EVEN HAVE TO PAY THE
COVER CHARGE. PLUS, THESE VIP DISCOUNTS HAVE ME BUYING DRINKS FOR
EVERY GIRL AT THE BAR.
WHAT?? OH YEAH, I LOVE THAT IT’S PRIVATE. WE’RE ALL GETTING A
CHANCE TO RECONNECT AS FRIENDS AFTER COLLEGE. THIS WOULD BE PERFECT
FOR MATT’S BACHELOR PARTY NEXT YEAR. WE SHOULD BOOK AGAIN NOW. I
HEARD IT FILLS UP.
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I SAID “I HEARD IT FILLS UP.” YEAH. HERE’S SOME OTHER INFORMATION I
FOUND FROM CUSTOMER REVIEWS ON THE INTERNET:
“We came to Vegas for a couple of days and decided to go bar crawl on Saturday. I have tried
this service before in NYC and hoped to have the same experience. It was even better. Our host
was super nice and was easy to communicate ahead of time. We had a show before and missed
first place, but was able to do late check in, no waiting in lines! Places were amazing and drinks
were good, especially 2 for 1.:) Highly recommended if you visit Vegas for a short period of time
and want to have a taste of night life.”★★★★★
– Olga Maslakov, Google Reviews
“Group of friends wanted to try something new in Vegas, so we ended up with Las Vegas Club
Crawl. Very cool experience, fun people that tagged along, got to the hottest clubs and didn’t
have to deal with Vegas promoters. Awesome night! We are doing this again for
halloween.”★★★★★
– Bobby Cavian, Google Reviews
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Long ✈ Layover? Here’s Robbie’s
Guide To The Charleston’s
Quickest Attractions
As seen on:

Layovers are tricky. There’s never enough time to venture out so you sit in the airport
and buy a $13 water bottle to drown your sorrows. Until now (Drumroll, please).
Here’s my guide to the Charleston Layover with activities arranged from quickest to
longest that will turn your small window of time into memories for a lifetime. Or just another
story to tell at a party. That is, if you’re invited.
The Charleston Haunted Jail Tour
Time: 45 Minutes
I’ll make this short: haunted jail tours are as unforgettable and shocking as they sound. But don’t
worry. It’s like Monopoly so you won’t be thrown behind bars, you’re just visiting jail. The only
crime you’d be guilty of is FOMO (fear of missing out) in the first degree. And a wise man once
said, the only thing we have to fear is the fear of missing out on this Haunted Jail Tour itself.
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Southern Rendezvous
Time: 1 Hour
Time is of the essence so taking a brisk walk to learn about Charleston’s oddities and characters
is the least you can do for the city that provided you a parking spot for your airplane. I mean
c’mon. 1 hour, 60 minutes, or 3600 seconds of your time is nothing. You don’t even need a long
layover to make this tour happen and it’s sure to be the spark that brings you back to Charleston.

Murder Walk: “Whodunit” Walking Tour
Time: 90 Minute
Usually when people call me Sherlock, it’s sarcastic and it hurts my feelings. So my third piece
of sage wisdom is to make every moment count by going on an interactive murder walking tour.
Bring your oversized carry-on bag AND your oversized magnifying glass. It’s like CLUE in real
life. Maybe you’ll finally meet Miss Scarlet, or for ladies, Colonel Mustard. That moustache!
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Boo Orleans Scariest Attractions
According To Robbie
As seen on:

Like another major American city, New Orleans claims to be recently developed because
of the word “new” in its namesake. This intentionally conceals the fact that New Orleans has
been around long enough to call it “Old” which makes it a prime candidate for paranormal
activity. That’s right. Look to your left and look to your right. Statistics show us that at least two
of your are ghosts or will be ghosts soon. Not cool.
Cities of The Dead Tour
This tour takes place on an air-conditioned bus and provides ghost hunting equipment but
doesn’t include a change of pants. You might need them by the time you’re at the bar for a break
stop after you’ve heard all about the spooky burial practices, wicked infamous crimes relevant to
the cemeteries. The only equipment I’ve ever used was a bag of flour emptied onto the floor to
see if a ghoul would track its footprints overnight. When I got up in the middle of the night, I
slipped in it and hit my head. I think these spirits are in cahoots.

Groucho Marx last words: This is no way to live!

Dead Sexy: New Orleans Cemetery and French Quarter Tour
Visit the final resting place of voodoo practitioner Marie Laveau and explore the family tombs of
St. Louis No. 1 cemetery. The second half of the tour recounts tales of prostitution and politics in
the city known for sin. This is an adults only tour so make sure to leave the kiddos behind.
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St. Louis #1 Cemetery above-ground tombs

New Orleans Cemetery Tour (St. Louis Cemetery)
St. Louis cemetery is the oldest in New Orleans and is noted as one of the most haunted locations
in the United States. In this cemetery you will not be walking over graves, but beside them as it’s
an ABOVE ground barrel and a hauntingly beautiful place. Make sure to look around and
memorize the people who are on your tour to start as some of the locals are known to
sneak
in..

Actor Nicholas Cage has a space in this pyramid reserved for his corpse
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Top 3 Bayou’s Best Food Tours:
Robbie’s Choice
As seen on:

Nawlins foodies unite! And chow down on the best food this side of the Mississippi with these
culinary tours. The world is your plate, Ignatius J. Reilly, so fill it with New Orleans food. And if
you want to join the clean plate club (I’ll be a 10 year member this June) then it’s best you lick it
clean. Again, I don’t make the rules so take up your grievances with the clean plate club
committee. We meet on Thursdays.
WARNING: these tours have been known to give you involuntary food cravings. We caution
you of the possibility of fantasizing other people as giant roasted chickens.
But I say, go with your gut. And if you’re in the mood for food then here’s my rankings for you,
dude. Before we begin, recite the code of the eaters: I pray, you pray, we all pray for Beignets!

1. French Quarter Culinary History and Tasting Tour
Your mouth isn’t watering, it’s weeping for the flavors of the French Quarter. Give it what it
wants. Sit it down, talk to it. It needs to be listened to. Tell your mouth you love it. It loves you
too but it’s a conditional love. One condition, really: FEED ME. That’s all. And remember: I
don’t make the rules. I just do what it says (help me).
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2. New Orleans Culinary Experience
They say never shop for groceries when you’re hungry but how else am I going to justify all
these ice cream sandwiches? And they don’t say anything about touring with food. My dietician
did but I straightened him out. Sat in his lap until he begged for mercy. Robbie – 1 Dietician – 0.

3. Classic New Orleans Drinks Tour
This last entry completes our buffet of food tours with a beverage tour to wash it all down. Now
if only we had an omelette station at the end. Yeah and one of those chocolate fountains. No?
Okay just send the chocolate fountain to my room. I need to, uh, inspect it.

MEMOIR
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Funerals
I’ve attended too many1 funerals but never enough to prepare me for another.

1

A child's, a veteran’s, one where they called an ambulance for an attendee, one where an

attendee said he would be next to go and his funeral too. I grew up in funerals. Maybe I’ll die at
one. It’s the closest you can come to attending your own if you book the same room. My favorite
was the one where the body didn’t show up in time. He got stuck in the mail after dying on
vacation. It’s like it never happened.
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Line Jumpers
I like to think that I hate waiting in line as much as the next guy. Especially if that “next
guy” is the one behind me. So I never cut the line. I get cut. I like to think I’m good natured
about getting cut. I like to think that when the guy ahead of me looks back anxiously, the look
only a poor sucker holding his friend’s place in line wears, that he is not about to do what he is
about to do. I like to think that when his party of six joins him––four humans, two dogs––that
they too aren’t about to do what they’re about to do. And when they do, I like to think that a TV
camera crew will roll out of the bushes and I’ll be rewarded for my good nature. And when they
don’t, I like to think that I’ll hold their places in line when one of the girls blacks out from low
blood sugar and her boyfriend holds her up while another friend runs off crying, mid-panic
attack. But I like to think a lot of things. Things I know aren’t true.
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Dodge, PA
My mother and I drove through the small town of Dodge, Pennsylvania. It looked like no
one lived there besides some roadside spectators. Their sighting of two lost travellers would
make front page news the next day and my sighting of them determined the population was at
least 3. I remember asking my mother what the expression was when you’re trying to get out of
somewhere quickly. I could’ve sworn it was “Get out of Dodge” but I didn't want to get it wrong.
She said, “Get out of Dodge,” not noticing that it applied both literally and figuratively to our
situation. I didn’t say anything after that besides emoting minor relief, pretending I had it wrong
in my head. Later on, I could tell she got why I asked when we were on our way out of Dodge
but she didn’t say anything either. And then we were out of Dodge.
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Shaq & Me
December 2009, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. Larger than life (among other things)
basketball superstar Shaquille O’Neal emerges from the Sears side of South Hills Village
Shopping Mall and takes the court—the food court.
He’s followed by a mob of fans to Panda Express where he towers over Asian staffers
and orders a Shaq snack. Folks keep a distance, marveling at the only living example of a former
Chicago Bull in a china shop or whatever team he played for. The fine details didn’t matter. All
that matters was the solar eclipse unfolding before us. It was both rare and the biggest, blackest
thing we’d ever seen. No one dared to interfere (excluding the worker who asked him to sign the
merchant copy of his receipt). Noone except an innocent 12 year old boy. That’s me.
I approached Shaq’s table hesitantly. Flanked by his entourage guarding the feast, Shaq
squeezed himself into a regular-sized chair that would surely get tighter around him as he ate.
“Excuse me. Sorry to bother you but c-can I have your autograph M-Mr. O’Neal, sir?”
“Shaq eatin’,” preached a man from the entourage who looked like Reverend Al
Sharpton. It was as if I was visually impaired and in need of narration. Shaq nodded in
agreement. I had been blind but blind to only one thing: Shaq’s cold heart.
“O-Okay,” I said, the rejection sinking in as I walked away. 10 years later, I still see
Shaq’s vacant eyes, like white basketballs, staring into the middle distance as he ate an entire egg
roll in one bite. Years of watching him play at MSG my life changed the day I watched him eat
MSG.
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What gives? I thought And what now? Do I toil away as a petty hermit for a decade of
designing a special place in hell for when Shaq dies? Did I go wrong in my interpretation of
“Never meet your heroes” by thinking it meant “Go ahead, meet your heroes. It’ll be fine. Eh,
what the hell?” For now, I thought: Shaq. Yeah, more like Sham.
I built up this moment in my head thanks to a kids book series titled “Baseball Card
Adventures.” It featured a time traveling boy who met up with sports legends of the past by
tampering with antique baseball cards. A series that answered the burning question: What does
DiMaggio do when he’s not winning the World Series or porking Marilyn Monroe? Hanging out
with a twelve year old boy, of course!
Same goes for athletes featured in “Babe & Me,” “Jackie & Me,” “Shoeless Joe & Me,”
who took the magic boy under their wing and gave him sage wisdom like illustrious–and
sometimes shoeless–father figures.
I remember only one moment at the end of “Honus & Me” where they’re both in the
dugout and Honus Wagner asks the boy how long he’ll live. The magic boy, a hardcore fan to the
point where he knows when his idols died, tells him 81. Honus says something to the effect of,
“Not bad,” and goes up to bat and hits a grand slam.
I’m no magic boy. I don’t know when I’ll die. Maybe tomorrow. So, I had no choice. No
choice but to dig through the trash to find the customer copy of the crumpled up receipt with his
surname scribbled onto it.
Did I ever find it? Well, let’s just say my lucky numbers were 39 42 52 45 20 55, 雨伞
means “umbrella” in Mandarin, and someone special may soon enter my life. Here’s to hoping
it’s LeBron James.
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Wedding Chairs
When my mother tried marriage for the second time, they chose these champagne
colored, faux-bamboo chairs for the wedding reception. I considered them very little beyond a
place to sit and watch things happen that were completely out of my control. But ever since that
day, I’ve seen those same exact chairs in every single movie and TV wedding airing from the
early 2000’s to present day. In fact, every time a story involves a large, formal, indoor
gathering—wedding or not—here they come. Chairs in the same exact design in the same exact
color for the same exact ergonomic function. They’re inevitable. It could be classy seating at a
black tie gala, casual seating at a corporate retreat, elevated seating for a jewish groom, seating
for either gender of mitzvah, seating for non-semetic ceremonies, you name it they occupy it.
Huddling around a circular table or flanking the perimeters of a dais, there they are.
Sometimes I’ll get ahead of myself. I’ll see the characters falling in love with enough
time in the story to warrant a wedding scene and I anticipate the chairs. Here they come I think
Those goddamn chairs. A scene begins with the sound of wedding bells. Get ready to sit,
fuckers. Then the couple ends up getting hitched in Vegas or down at some local courthouse.
Damn.
My father tried marriage for the second time at a courthouse. I would tell you if they had
the chairs but I don’t know for sure. If they’re anything, they’re unassuming so you can’t blame
me. And that’s why I’m willing to bet, no, guarantee that you’ve seen them too and didn’t even
know it. If you’ve been to a large, formal, indoor gathering (or outdoors under a tent) within the
past 20 years, chances are you’ve sat in these chairs. You’ve had conversations and ate dinner
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and shifted uncomfortably during a drunken best man speech in these chairs. You’ve eaten the
first, second, and third course of a three course meal in these chairs. But you didn’t notice they
chose these champagne colored, faux-bamboo chairs. You considered them very little beyond a
place to sit and watch things happen that were completely out of your control. And I didn’t
either. My father sent one blurry photo of the whole thing. Damn.

MAGAZINE
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Spirit Halloween Store Is Open...If You Dare
“Can I help you?” said Johnathan, an 18 year old employee at Savannah’s Spirit
Halloween Store–occupying its seasonal residence in a Jet’s Pizza on Abercorn Street alongside
neighboring strip mall classics like: World Finance Loans and Taxes, H&R Block, and a Lovely
Nail Salon (or so they claim). These stores had either seen better days or were simply dressing up
with spooky flair in support of the holiday. If so, the strobing light of the Acceptance Auto
Insurance sign was a nice touch.
With its signature orange banner hung over a previously-vacant storefront in desperate
need of a good power washing, the experience thus far was not exactly sounding like a Vincent
Price monologue. It was still daylight at 6 p.m. and the brisk autumn breeze never dipped below
80 degrees. No fluttering bats or hooting owls to be heard or even the impending doom of a
hurricane siren. What I find much creepier than Halloween itself was the vacant space it was
before someone came and filled it with “Nightmare Before Christmas” throw pillows. Not that
I’m afraid of nail salons or tax season but rather the uncomfortability of open space. Space that
grows like the silence forming between Johnathan and myself.
“Actually, yes,” I said, having long waited for someone, or something, to ask me that.
Just a day earlier, I phoned Spirit’s 1-800 COSTUME and heard a disturbing noise on the other
end. A noise like a trill avian screech that might come out of a $80 animatronic vulture you’ve
ordered on the Spirit Halloween website if it momentarily became possessed by a ghost that died
in 2003–a fax machine. I hung up and showed up in person only to find myself in the lingerie
aisle at the time of being asked to explain what I wanted.
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“Well, it’s my first day here,” said Johnathan––the first thing we had in common. “I don’t
know how much I can tell you.”
Whether it was a lack of knowledge, or an attempt at an ominous tone, it was lost on me
so I did what any white person would and asked for a manager.
Help came in the form of Marlicia, a bubbly, 23 year old assistant manager, part time
student studying to become a middle school teacher, and part time Starbucks barista (wishing she
wasn’t). Marlicia, the nerve center of the store, is in her second year with the company. A tour
guide, showing me everything from the raunchy adult section to the celibacy vowing inflatable
costumes. Johnathan, in the background of our tour, was finding his bearings in the interactive
animatronic display, making sure all the giant clowns were fake.
Marlicia is quick to explain the Spirit Halloween charity Spirit of Children raising over
$55 million for children’s hospitals since it began in 2007 and how each checkout is celebrated
with a cowbell when a customer donates.
“I almost went to school to be a doctor,” said Marlicia, standing next to a demon baby
doll. “But then I found out I’m afraid of blood.”
“Does the fake blood in the store ever scare you?” I asked. A pint goes for $6.99 and a
half gallon for $19.99 in containers that resemble gasoline cans.
“Well, that’s fake,” said Marlicia. We stood there in silence. In the distance, a cowbell
rattled like a speed-dating chime to move on.
This was only the first in many interactions that didn’t pan out. Like a conversational
jump-scare, the faux-pas were in abundance on this night. The moon’s waxing gibbous phase did
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not inform me but rather implied a sense that Halloween’s full effect had not yet loaded. The line
between real and costume was at its blurriest and the checkout line was a two minute wait.
“Last year I went as Annie [the musical],” said Marlicia. “And the year before that I went
as Elaine Brown, leader of the Black Panther Party.”
Marlicia pawns me off to Tiffany, 20, studying computer engineering at Georgia
Southern and working the register in her second year with Spirit. “Sorry about the cold hands,”
said Tiffany, shaking my hand as if to ward off any slight sense of terror a halloween store could
give off.
“I’m not very easily scared,” said Tiffany. “The Ouija board is kind’ve creepy.”
Tiffany’s station at the front of the store has seemingly desensitized her from the holiday, with
animatronic going off like automatic flushes triggered in a public restroom. The store is more
Mike Meyers then Michael Meyers. Scariest thing so far, a chrome mask with customer
fingerprints all over it.
“Fortnite is big again this year,” said Tiffany. “Our Fortnite area was sold out a few times
last year. I remember kids doing the Fortnite dances in the middle of the store.” A kid, no more
than 6 years old, approached Tiffany during our talk.
“What is this?” said the kid, pointing at a boxed decoration.
“That is a ‘Hanging Hell Fiend’,” said Tiffany, reading the label for him. He recoiled.
Meanwhile, Johnathan circulated nearby and another cowbell rang.
Julia, 29, works the fitting rooms, keeps her Halloween decorations up year-round, and
has a dog named Scooby. She’s seen a high traffic of pirate costumes for the upcoming
Buccaneer Ball and Pirate Festival at Tybee Island.
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“Which one worked?” said Julia, to a woman exiting the dressing room.
“Neither,” said the woman, handing over her tight police and fire woman costumes. Julia
spends the rest of the time folding the costumes back into their packages. She has a tattoo on her
wrist that says “que sera sera,” after the song.
“I love Doris Day. She passed away about a month ago,” said Julia. Famous Day quotes
from the internet include: “Any girl can look glamorous … just stand there and look stupid.”
“Do you think she will haunt you?” I said.
“We shall see,” said Julia. “Why can you only see ghosts if they’re from the 1800’s?
Shouldn’t you be able to see them from two weeks ago?” Julia gave her points on the long-had
debate of whether Nightmare Before Christmas was a holiday movie and if so which holiday did
it belong to. That subject turned into whether Die Hard was a Christmas movie or not and then
came the story about the first ghost that haunted her which she named “Bobarita.” This time I
was saved by the cowbell.
Lorenzo, 18, a recent graduate of Jenkins High, works merchandise, stocking the girls’
section. “I have to rearrange the wall to get Trolls up,” said Lorenzo, removing a metal peg that
hangs packaged unicorn horns. “Like the kids movie. You know, ‘Trolls?’” I knew it.
On the store’s other side, a neon wig paired with a tan bodysuit passes as a “Trolls”
option for women. Based on where the photo is cropped on the costume model, it may also
feature–lets face it–cameltoe.
“If I go back to college–well, if I go to college–I’ll probably just go for science fire,” said
Lorenzo. “Science fire or fire science?” Lorenzo thinks on it for a beat. “I’ll probably just be a
firefighter.”
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Later, I see a little boy's firefighter costume and on the other wall, a “Hunky” firefighter
costume complete with a tank top of a muscular body screen printed on it. The cheap plastic hat
and the comically small axe are accoutrements to the brawny spectacle, meant to be lost midway
through Halloween night as a trail of breadcrumbs for the next morning.
“A dog chased me one time,” said Lorenzo. “There was a long driveway and as soon as I
got down to the end, there was a dog. I took off and as soon as I did, it ran after me. I think I was
Spiderman that year.”
Two hours passed, which isn’t a long time to look at everything in the overstocked store.
After a while, everyone resembled the animatronic clowns as I approached them for a new
interaction and one of three programmed phrases played. The real animatronic clowns became
the only interview prospects left.
“I’m starting a new juggling act! I’ll need a head from one of you. And a head and a foot,
oh any part will do!” said the seven foot clown, stooping over me. I stepped back and then
forward to activate another quote.
“Hoohoohahahah! Hahahahaha! Hehehahaha!” said the clown, mocking my journalistic
integrity. Apparently demonic laughter qualified as a unique phrase. I stepped back and forward
again, the ritualistic shuffle of the newsman I became privy to.
“I’m looking for someone to play hide and seek with!” said the clown, proving either
myself a worthy partaker of his nefarious game or Johnathan who was standing right behind me.
“One Halloween my mom found a gun on the ground next to a stop sign. She told me it
was a BB gun. I thought it was real. I was a zombie that year,” said Johnathan. He’s originally
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from Texas and plans to return for college, where guns apparently fall out of pockets. Though,
Johnathan, like a Freddy Krueger victim, has a dream.
“I wanna do kind’ve what you’re doing,” said Johnathan. Johnathan’s admiration became
apparent this whole time. The vibe of the store had successfully affected me on some level to
write him off. “Except like sports journalism,” Johnathan clarified. Close enough for me, Johnny,
close enough for me.
As I walked out fearlessly into that darkening night, I had a feeling as Johnathan would
look back at the camera and in a “Thriller”-like twist, his grin would be evil and his eyes would
resemble a snake’s! But instead of a cackle, a cowbell would toll.

